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A Comparison Study of Saliency Models for
Fixation Prediction on Infants and Adults
Ali Mahdi, Student Member, IEEE, Mei Su, Matthew Schlesinger, and Jun Qin, Member, IEEE
Abstract—Various saliency models have been developed over
the years. The performance of saliency models is typically eval-
uated based on databases of experimentally recorded adult eye
fixations. Although studies on infant gaze patterns have attracted
much attention recently, saliency based models have not been
widely applied for prediction of infant gaze patterns. In this study,
we conduct a comprehensive comparison study of eight state-of-
the-art saliency models on predictions of experimentally captured
fixations from infants and adults. Seven evaluation metrics are
used to evaluate and compare the performance of saliency
models. The results demonstrate a consistent performance of
saliency models predicting adult fixations over infant fixations in
terms of overlap, center fitting, intersection, information loss of
approximation, and spatial distance between the distributions of
saliency map and fixation map. In saliency and baselines models
performance ranking, the results show that GBVS and Itti models
are among the top three contenders, infants and adults have bias
toward the centers of images, and all models and the center
baseline model outperformed the chance baseline model.
Index Terms—Fixation, visual attention, saliency models, eval-
uation metrics, comparison.
I. INTRODUCTION
HUMAN eyes receive tremendous amounts of visualinformation [1]. Such information represents objects
of different structures at various scales. The human visual
system cannot fully process the received visual information
Therefore, humans use eye, head, and body movements to
direct the gaze towards the object of interest in the scene to be
processed, which requires a high cognitive mechanism, visual
attention. In computer vision, visual attention is represented by
a topological map, known as saliency map that records levels
of visual attention priority. An object of interest is salient if it
is rare or novel to the surroundings. A variety of applications
can be benefited from saliency modeling, e.g., object detection
[2][3], image segmentation [4][5], image retargeting [6][7],
image/video compression [8][9], visual tracking [10][11], gaze
estimation [12], robot navigation [13], image/video quality
assessment [14][15], and advertising design [16].
In the past two decades, a rich stream of saliency models
have been proposed based on various hypotheses (for review
see [17][18][19]). Itti et al. [20] implemented a first complete
saliency model inspired by the center surround operations.
Oliva et al. [21] introduced a Bayesian framework for visual
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search tasks using biologically inspired features and scales,
in which multivariate Gaussian distributions were used to
compute the joint probability of a feature vector. Similarly,
Torralba et al. [22] estimated the joint probability posteriorly
by multivariate generalized Gaussian distributions. Chang et
al. [23] proposed salient based object detection by fusing
generic objects. Zhu et al. [24] proposed a robust background
measure to characterize the spatial layout of the image, and
then proposed an optimized framework to integrate low-level
cues. Leboran et al. [25] developed a dynamic adaptive whiten-
ing saliency, which is based on high level statistical structures.
Recently, Wang et al. [26] developed a saliency model by
combining 13 existing state-of-the-art saliency models.
Although saliency models are generalized models, their pre-
diction results are often evaluated by measuring the agreement
between the saliency models and datasets of human adult eye
fixations [27][28][29]. This study aims to evaluate saliency
models over a dataset of experimentally recorded eye fixations
from infants and adults using a unified framework of several
evaluation metrics. This study also aims to highlight the
difference between infants and adults using saliency modeling.
The reason behind this comparison is that the visual attention
of infants is different than the visual attention of adults. In
general, infant gaze patterns lack the physical development
and infants are naive in learning, while adults have reached
full development stages and are more experienced in learning.
More specifically, retinal development in infants indicates that
infants have poor visual acuity. In the retina, fovea diameter,
cone size, and density decrease rapidly during the first 45
months [30]. Also, several studies provide an evidence for
structural and functional imaging development in the brain
[31][32][33][34].
Although visual attention in infants is not as consistent as
adults, visual attention in infants is guided by constraints that
help control the gaze during visual exploration [35][36]. Pre-
vious studies suggest that fundamental features of a saliency
model influence infant gaze patterns [37][38]. During the
first 2 to 4 months, infants learn to focus their eyes on
tracing complex contours and following moving objects to
shift their gaze toward the target of interest [39]. Such sys-
tematic patterns are developed as a result of neural growth in
the structure of retina and cortical areas. Between the ages
of 4 and 6 months, infants develop more complex visual
attention mechanism. This mechanism exploits suppression of
competing information during attention-oriented shifts [40].
Infants at 9 months suppress previously cued locations in the
scene after they are visited [41][42].
Bottom up saliency models can reveal some of the above
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mentioned differences between infants and adults. Such mod-
els detect visual rarity or novelty in the scene. Because visual
acuity in infants is not as well developed as adults, several
visual rarities are suppressed as a result of lower sampling rate
of the visual scene. A few studies have used saliency models
to analyze visual attention in infants. In 2007, Schlesinger
et al. used Itti & Koch saliency model [43] as a multi-
channel, image-filtering model to simulate the development
of visual attention in infants [37]. Their model extracted four
low level features (luminance, color, orientation, and motion),
then performed a center surround contrast enhancement. The
model examined constraints that guide visual attention in
infants by varying 3 parameters: oculomotor noise, horizontal
connections in the V1 area, and the recurrent processing in
the parietal cortex. In 2012, Althous & Mareschal [44] pro-
posed a combination of saliency maps and area of interest to
analyze learning in 12 month old infants. Their saliency maps
were obtained using a saliency filtering software [45], which
consists of a one layer feed forward neural network trained
by human data using a support vector machines algorithm. In
2013, Schlesinger et al. [35] used a saliency model (similar
description to [37], but without the motion feature)[20][43],
an entropy model, a random gaze model, 9 months infants
data, and adults data to generate five sets of center of gaze
(COG) samples. They trained a simple recurrent network to
analyze the learnability of the sets of COG. Recently, the study
was extended to investigate gaze patterns [46] and sequence
[47][48] in 3 months old infants using the same saliency model
setup as [37].
Although saliency based models have been used to investi-
gate visual attention in infants, there are no comprehensive
evaluations of performance of existing saliency models for
analysis of infant visual attention. The aim of this study is
to investigate the difference of bottom up visual attention
in infants and adults. This study also provides readers, a
comprehensive evaluation of saliency models over infants and
adults. In this study, eight state-of-the-art saliency models and
two baseline models are evaluated over a dataset of infants
and adults eye fixations using seven evaluation metrics. The
rest of this section consists of the categorization of saliency
models based on their computational framework, a review of
previous comparison studies, and contributions of this study.
A. Categorization of Saliency Models
A rich stream of saliency models has been proposed
[20][23][24]. These models are different in features, frame-
works, applications, and the purposes for which they are
designed. Although saliency models are different from one
another, they share common characteristics; therefore, saliency
models can be categorized based on these characteristics.
For example, saliency models are categorized as bottom up
(exogenous) and top down (endogenous). Bottom up saliency
models are stimulus driven, where a saliency is defined as
an irregularity or visual rarity in a scene locally, regionally,
or globally [49]. Such models can explain the scene partially
as majority of eye fixations are driven by tasks. Top down
saliency models are task driven, where such models use prior
knowledge, expectation, and reward as visual cues to locate a
target of interest [17]. In another categorization factor, saliency
models can be classified as space based models and object
based models. There is no universal agreement on whether
eye fixations attend spatial locations or objects; therefore,
space or object saliency can be used for fixation prediction.
From another aspect, saliency models can be categorized based
on the task type. Tasks are free viewing, visual search, and
interactive tasks. In free viewing, subjects view an image
freely. In visual search, subjects are asked to find a specific
or odd object in an image. Interactive tasks are complex
and contain subtasks like visual search and target tracking.
Other categorization factors are pointed out in previous studies
[17][18]. In this section, saliency models are categorized based
on the saliency computation mechanisms.
1) Bayesian models: In visual attention, a Bayesian frame-
work consists of a combination of sensory evidence and
prior knowledge. Several Bayesian saliency models have been
proposed [50][51][52]. Itti & Baldi [53] defined a surprise
as a saliency in probabilistic terms. Surprise is obtained as
the Kullback Leibler divergence (KL). Jianyong et al. [54]
proposed a Bayesian framework based on BING and graph
models. The model uses a binarized normed gradients model
to generate a coarse conspicuity map. A graph model is
constructed after super pixel image abstraction. This operation
is followed by a weighting to produce a prior map. After
adaptive thresholding, the observation likelihood map is com-
puted by color histogram. The two maps are then combined
via Bayesian framework. Lu et al. [55] proposed a Bayesian
framework to generate a saliency map based on reconstruction
error. The model first obtains dense and sparse reconstructions,
then measures the reconstruction error that propagates based
on the contexts obtained from K-means clustering. Pixel level
saliency is obtained by integration of multi-scale reconstruc-
tion errors. A Bayesian integral reconstructs a final saliency
map from the pixel level saliency maps.
2) Cognitive models: Models of saliency in early devel-
opment of visual attention are biologically inspired models.
Because of the biological explanations these models offer,
several models were developed based on the feature integration
theory (FIT) [56] and guided search (GS) [57]. Koch &
Ulman [58] proposed a concept of a saliency model. Itti et al.
[20] devised the first saliency model based on that concept.
Several implementations of the model have been introduced
[20][59][?][60]. The model also has been modified for several
applications. For example, Itti & Koch [43] modified the
first saliency model to perform a visual search for overt and
covert shifts of attention. The model iteratively convolved the
extracted feature maps with a 2D difference of Gaussians
(DoG) filter. Also, Cerf et al. [61] modified the first saliency
model by adding Viola & Johns’ [62] face detection as a low
level feature, then performed similar feature competition and
combination to emerge a saliency map. Several other cognitive
models have been proposed [63][64][65][66][67]. Cognitive
models are beneficial because their further development helps
in better understanding the neural processing of visual infor-
mation.
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3) Decision theoretic models: The hypothesis of such
models assumes that the perceptual system produces optimal
decisions about the state of the surrounding environment. The
disadvantage of decision theoretic models is that optimality
should be driven with respect to the end task. Guo et al. [68]
proposed an attention selectivity model for automatic fixation
generation in a 2D space. In their model, an activation map was
created by extracting early visual features and detecting mean-
ingful objects and a retinal filter was applied on the activation
map to generate regions of interest. Focus of attention was
determined over the regions of interest using a belief function
based on perceptual costs and rewards. The time of fixation
over the regions of interest was estimated by memory learning
and decaying model. In another study, Gao et al. [69] proposed
a top down discriminant saliency rooted in a decision theoretic
interpretation of perception. The model detected suspicious
coincidences using Barlows principle, which provides two
solutions for a discriminant saliency: feature selection, and
saliency detection.
4) Spectral analysis models: Majority of existing saliency
frameworks are processed to measure irregularities in the
spatial domain and in the frequency domain. Several studies
used the Fourier transform and its spectral analysis to compute
a saliency map [70][71][72][73]. Hou & Zhang [74] analyzed
the amplitude spectrum of the Fourier transform, and proposed
a spectral residual saliency model, which is independent of
features, parameters, and prior knowledge. Wang & Li [75]
extended the residual spectral approach by adding features
based on gestalt principles to detect similarity and continuity.
Li et al. [76] proposed a bottom up approach for saliency
detection, and they demonstrated a convolution of the image
amplitude spectrum with a low pass Gaussian kernel of appro-
priate size that is equivalent to a saliency detector. Besides the
amplitude spectrum, Guo et al. [77] pointed out that the phase
spectrum is the key to saliency modeling in the frequency
domain. Then, Guo & Zhang proposed a novel multi-resolution
spatiotemporal saliency detection model based on the phase
spectrum of the Fourier transform [9].
5) Graphical models: A probabilistic framework where a
graph represents a conditional independent structure between
random variables. Graphical models treat eye fixation as time
series. Several saliency models have been introduced in this
category. Models in this category exploit approaches like
hidden markov [78][79], dynamic Bayesian networks [80],
and conditional random field (CRF) [81][82]. Yang et al.
[83] proposed ranking the similarity of image elements with
foreground cues or background cues via graph based manifold
ranking. Zhang et al. [84] proposed a novel graph based
optimization for salient object detection, which employed
multiple graphs to describe the complex information in the
image.
6) Information theory models: Models in this category
measure irregularity in image locations by maximizing the
information sampled from one’s environment [85][86][87][76].
Such models select the most informative locations and discard
redundancies. Wang et al. [88] proposed a computational
model inspired by information maximization for gaze shifts
prediction, which computed three filter responses as a coherent
representation for reference sensory responses, fovea periphery
resolution discrepancy, and visual working memory. Klein et
al. [89] introduced a salient object detection method, which
has a similar structure to cognitive models, but acknowledges a
saliency via information theoretic concept. The model extracts
features, performs center surround operations, and computes
feature maps. Riche et al. [90] proposed a bottom up saliency
model based on the fact that locally contrasted and globally
rare features are salient. Using Otsu method, the model
extracted luminance and chrominance as low-level features,
and image orientations as mid level features. Then, multi-scale
rarity mechanisms are performed, and scaled maps are fused
and normalized.
7) Learning based models: Learning based models are
data driven functions to select, re-weight, and integrate the
input visual stimuli. Such models learn a saliency map from
human fixations. The majority of models in this category use
a combination of bottom up and top down features to improve
fixation prediction. Learning based models can be categorized
into supervised and unsupervised learning models. Supervised
learning models learn a function from a labeled training data.
Kienzle et al. [45] introduced a non-parametric bottom up
learning based saliency model. A support vector machine
was trained to compute the saliency in local image patches.
Similarly, Judd et al. [91] used low, mid, and high level
features to learn a saliency model using a support machine
vector.
Unsupervised learning models learn to predict from un-
labeled training data, such as deep learning. Recently, sev-
eral deep learning saliency models have been proposed
[92][93][94]. Deep learning models are composed of multiple
layers to learn representations of images with multiple levels
of abstractions. Such models dramatically improved the visual
attention. Vig et al. [95] proposed the first deep learning
saliency model, which incorporated biologically inspired fea-
tures, and used the standard learning pipeline. Kummerer
et al. [96] presented a novel way to reuse existing object
recognition neural networks for fixation prediction. The model
used Krizhevsky network to compute filter responses and a
full convolution to learn the saliency model. Further more,
a probabilistic model is introduced [97], which used VGG-
19 features, incorporated center bias, and used a maximum
likelihood learning to train the model.
8) Other models: Several other saliency models do not fit
to the previously mentioned categories. Syeda-Mahmood [98]
proposed a saliency model based on texture feature . In their
model, five attributes of regions texture were defined over
four binary maps, which were linearly combined to form a
saliency map. Ardizzone et al. [99] proposed a saliency model
by using scale invariant feature transforms (SIFT) as local
texture features. SIFT density maps were formed by measuring
the density of keypoints in local image patches. Saliency was
defined as the difference between the SIFT density map and
the most frequent value in the map. Gao et al. [100] developed
an attention model based on SIFT features and utilized bag of
words to index these SIFT features. Zhang and Scarloff [101]
proposed a boolean maps based saliency model. In their model,
an image was decomposed to a set of binary images based
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on random thresholds, and then a saliency map was formed
by discovering surrounded regions via topological analysis of
boolean maps.
B. Previous Comparisons
Various computational models have been proposed to pre-
dict human fixations. To measure the agreement between a
computational saliency model and human fixations, several
evaluation metrics and datasets have been introduced to val-
idate the performance of developed saliency models. Since
saliency models have different evaluation scheme, a few stud-
ies proposed a unified approach to comprehensively compare
saliency models [102][103]. Judd et al. [104] compared 10
saliency models and 3 baseline models over a dataset of 1003
images and annotations recorded from 39 observers using 3
evaluation metrics. The center bias and blur for all models
were optimized in the study. Borji et al. [105] compared
32 saliency models for prediction of fixation locations and
scanpath sequence. A shuffled area under the ROC curve
(sAUC) was used to analyze the models and challenges such as
center bias and blurness were explored. Borji et al. [106] eval-
uated 35 saliency models over 54 synthetic patterns and three
natural image datasets over 3 evaluation metrics. They tackled
challenges of comparison, including center bias, borders effect,
scores, and parameters. In another study, Borji et al. [107]
compared 40 saliency models including 28 salient object de-
tection models, 10 fixation prediction models, one objectness
proposal model, and one baseline model. The comparison
was conducted over six datasets using 3 evaluation metrics.
Nowadays, a comparison of saliency models was conducted
over two image datasets [108]. 68 saliency models and 5
baseline models were compared over the first dataset, while
22 saliency models and 5 baseline models were compared
over the second dataset. All saliency models were compared
using eight evaluation metrics. All existing comparison studies
provide an evaluation of saliency models over datasets of adult
eye fixations. There is no comparison study of saliency models
for analysis of infant visual attention. Therefore, in this study,
we conduct a comprehensive comparison study to evaluate
the performance of selected saliency models for prediction of
fixations on both infants and adults.
C. Contributions of this study
Three contributions are presented in this study. First, this
study calculates scores over seven standard and widely used
evaluation metrics. Second, it demonstrates the difference
between infant and adult eye fixations using eight state-of-the-
art saliency models and two baseline models. Third, it presents
the performance ranking of saliency models for infants and
adults.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
A. Computational saliency models
In this study, eight selected bottom up saliency models and
two baseline models are compared using experimental fixa-
tions dataset of infants and adults. All selected saliency models
have been widely used and frequently cited in the literature.
The eight selected saliency models are briefly described as
follows.
1) Itti model [20] first extracts three visual features: color,
intensity, and orientation. It then applies spatial competition
via center surround operation to create conspicuous maps
corresponding to the feature dimensions. The conspicuous
maps are then linearly combined with equal weights into a
single saliency map. The implementation of this model used
in this study includes a slight blur as a final step [59].
2) Graph based visual saliency model (GBVS) [59] is a
graph implementation of the Itti model. The model uses a
markov chain as an activation map and incorporates a center
prior.
3) HouNips model [109] trains (8 ⇥ 8 pixels) RGB image
patches and learns 192 feature functions. Then uses code
length increment as a change of entropy with respect to feature
activity probability increment.
4) HouCVPR model [74] processes the image in frequency
domain where the difference between the logarithm of mag-
nitude and the logarithm of blurred version of the magnitude
is a residual spectral.
5) CBS model [110] extracts three features: super-pixel
color, closed shapes, and center bias. Then detects salient
regions using contour energy computation.
6) SUN [50] model uses a Bayesian framework to detect
saliency as self-information in local image patches. The model
uses difference of Gaussians (DoG) and independent compo-
nent analysis (ICA) as visual features.
7) AIM [111] model learns a dictionary of image patches
using ICA as visual features then uses self information on
local image patches to produce a saliency map.
8) AWS [112] uses luminance and color to create local
energy and color maps. Then generates multiple scales of the
feature maps, and uses principle component analysis (PCA) to
de-correlate the multi-scale information of each feature map.
Figure 1 shows six representative input images and the cor-
responding ground-truth fixation maps for infants and adults
and saliency maps obtained by eight selected saliency models.
The Itti, GBVS, and AWS models produce similar results,
because these three models use same features (intensity, color,
and orientation). Similarly, SUN and AIM models produce
similar results because both models use ICA as image features
and self-information as a saliency construction operation.
In addition to infants and adults comparisons using the
saliency models, comparisons with two baseline models in-
cluding chancr and center are also conducted. A chance
baseline model selects pixels randomly as salient locations.
A center baseline model is a 2D Gaussian shape in which the
center is counted as the most salient, and the salient values
decrease as the distance increases from the image center [113].
B. Stimuli
Sixteen color images were used as the stimuli for collecting
infants and adults eye movements. The images are 8 indoor
scenes and 8 outdoor scenes. Human is presented in all images.
In some images human is presented in the foreground, while
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Fig. 1: Row 1 presents the photographs of six representative input images. The corresponding ground-truth fixation maps of
infants and adults are shown in row 2 and 3, respectively. Saliency maps obtained by 8 saliency models are shown in row 4
through 11.
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in some other images human is presented in the background.
The size of each image is 1050⇥ 1680 pixels.
C. Protocol of Experiments
In this study, a dataset of 16 images and recorded eye track-
ing data from 20 participants (10 infants and 10 adults) are
used. All human data is provided by a research group at Brown
University and the experimental protocol was approved by the
Brown University Institutional Review Board. The detailed
description of the experiments can be found in previous work
[114][115][116].
The participants were 10 infants (mean age = 9.5 months)
and 10 adults (mean age = 19 years). All participants sat at a
distance of approximately 70 cm from a 22 inch (55.9 cm)
computer. Infants sat at parents lap. A remote eye tracker
(SMI SensoMotoric Instruments RED system) was used to
record participants’ gaze path as they freely viewed each
image. A digital video camera (Canon ZR960) was placed
above the computer screen to record head movements. All
calibrations and task stimuli in this study were presented
using the experimental center software provided from SMI.
Before starting the task, an attractive looming stimulus was
presented in the upper left and lower right corners of the screen
to calibrate the point of gaze (POG). The same calibration
stimulus was then presented in all four corners of the screen
to validate the accuracy of calibration. Images span the entire
screen in a random order for 5 seconds. A central fixation
target was used to return participants’ POG to the center of
the screen between images.
Fig. 2 shows representative indoor and outdoor images with
fixations distributions for infants (red circles) and adults (blue
circles). In general, both infants and adults demonstrate high
fixation density on human objective presented in images. Also,
adult fixations show a larger distribution spread than infant
fixations.
In order to evaluate a saliency map, the recorded eye
fixations are post-processed and formatted to be ready to
use. A ground-truth fixation map is obtained by convolving
the binary map (one for fixation exact location and zero
elsewhere) with a Gaussian function. The standard deviation
of the Gaussian function is equivalent to 1  of visual angle.
One degree of visual angle represents an estimation of the
fovea [114].
D. Evaluation measures
Performance of a saliency model is often compared to
human fixations map using evaluation metrics to describe
the agreement between a saliency map and human fixations
map. In this study, seven metrics are used for evaluating the
performance of selected saliency models. The motivation for
analyzing saliency models with seven metrics is to ensure that
the drawn conclusions are independent of the choice of metric
and consistent across all metrics. Generally, a good saliency
model should perform well across all metrics.
The two binary classification measures are based on the
intersection of the area between predicted saliency and human
fixations, including receiver operating characteristics (ROC)
TABLE I: A description of seven evaluation metrics.
Metric Denoted as Theoretical range
Area under the ROC curve AUC [0,1]
F measure F-measure [0,1]
Information gain IG [ 1,1]
Similarity SIM [0,1]
Pearson’s correlation coefficient CC [-1,1]
Kullback leibler divergence KL [0,1]
Earth mover’s distance EMD [0,1]
and precision-recall (PR). From the ROC measure, the area un-
der ROC curve (AUC) is reported as the first evaluation metric.
Also, F-measure (metric) score is obtained from PR. Moreover,
three metrics measure the similarity and two metrics measure
the dissimilarity between a saliency map and a ground-truth
fixation map are also used in this study [113]. The similarity
based metrics are: information gain (IG), similarity (SIM),
and Pearsons correlation coefficient (CC). The dissimilarity
based metrics are: Kullback Leibler divergence (KL), and
earth movers distance (EMD). Table 1 summarizes the seven
evaluation metrics used in this study.
ROC: Treats a saliency map as a binary classifier of human
fixations over a set of thresholds. It plots the tradeoff between
true and false positive rates at various thresholds of the
saliency map. True and false positive rates, TPR and FPR are
formally defined:
TPR =
TP
TP + FN
(1)
FPR =
FP
FP + TN
(2)
where TP is fixated saliency map values above threshold,
FP is unfixated saliency map values above threshold, FN is
the fixated saliency map values below threshold, and TN is
unfixated saliency map values below threshold.
Fig. 2: Two representative images of gaze patterns of infants
(top images) and adults (bottom images) over an indoor and
outdoor scenes. Red and blue circles highlight the fixation
locations for infants (red) and adults (blue).
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PR: Another binary classifier. It plots the tradeoff between
precision and recall for various saliency map thresholds. The
precision and recall are calculated by:
Precision =
TP
TP + FP
(3)
Recall =
TP
TP + FN
(4)
AUC: The integral of the area under the ROC curve. A
score higher than 0.5 indicates a prediction higher than random
guessing.
F-Measure: A weighted harmonic mean of precision and
recall. It is often used because precision or recall individually
cannot evaluate a saliency map. Formally:
F  =
(1 +  2)precision⇥ recall
 2precision+ recall
(5)
where   is a threshold.  2 = 0.3 to raise more importance to
precision [107]. A  2 is computed across the thresholds. Then,
the maximum  2 represent the maximum overlap between
precision and recall along the curve. A score closer to 1
indicates that the overlap between the predicted saliency map
and the ground-truth fixation map is large.
IG: Evaluates the information gain over a center bias map.
It can handle center bias and it has an interpretative linear
scale:
IG(S,G(x, y)) =
1
N
X
i
G(x, y)i[log2(✏+Pi) log2(✏+Bi)]
(6)
where S is a saliency map, G is a ground-truth fixation map,
x and y are the coordinates of the exact fixation location, N
is the number of fixations, B is the center bias map, and ✏ is a
small value for regularization. A center bias map emerges by
averaging the ground-truth fixation maps of all other images
to create a center bias of the dataset. A positive IG score
indicates that saliency model prediction outperforms the center
bias map. A negative IG score indicates the saliency model
prediction cannot compete with the center bias map.
SIM: A measure of intersection between two distributions.
It measures the similarity between a saliency map and fixation
map:
SIM(S,G) =
X
i
min(Si, Gi) (7)
where X
i
Si =
X
i
Gi = 1
A positive SIM score indicates an intersection between the
saliency map and fixation map, while a score of 0 indicates
no intersection between the two maps.
CC: An evaluation of the linear relationship between
saliency map and a fixation map. It treats saliency map and
fixation map as random variables and measures the dependence
between the two variables:
CC(S,G) =
cov(S,G)
 (S) (G)
(8)
where cov(S,G) is the covariance between the saliency map
and fixation map. A CC score equal to -1 or 1 indicates a
perfect correlation, and a score of 0 indicates no correlation
between the two maps.
KL: A probabilistic interpretation of saliency and fixation
maps. It measures the loss of information when a saliency map
approximates the fixation map:
KL(S,G) =
X
i
Gilog(✏+
Gi
✏+ Si
) (9)
where ✏ is a regularization constant. As dissimilarity metric,
a KL score of 0 indicates that the saliency map and the ground-
truth fixation map are identical.
EMD: Another dissimilarity metric that measures the spatial
distance between two distributions. Computationally, it is the
minimum cost required to move one distribution to another.
Formally:
dEMD = (minX
i,j
fijdij) + |
X
i
Si  
X
j
Gj |maxdij (10)
s.t.fij   0
X
j
fij  Si,
X
i
fij  Gj
X
i,j
fij = min(
X
i
Si,
X
j
Gj)
where fij is the flow transported from supply i to demand
j, and dij is the ground distance (cost) between bin i and
bin j in the distribution. A EMD score of 0 indicates that
the distribution in the saliency map and the distribution in the
fixation map are identical. As the score increases, the distance
between the two distributions is increased.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, a comparison of eight saliency and two
baseline models for prediction of fixations between infants
and adults is presented. Then, saliency models are compared
over infants and adults, separately.
A. Analysis over infants and adults
Fig. 3 presents the average receiver operating characteristics
(ROC) curve, and precision recall (PR) curve of eight saliency
and two baseline models over the dataset used in this study,
for infants and adults, respectively. The ROC curves of the
saliency models over infant and adult fixations are comparable.
On the other hand, the PR curves of saliency models over adult
fixations outperform the PR curves of the saliency models over
infant fixations.
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Fig. 3: Averaged ROC and PR curves of eight saliency models
and two baseline models over infants (top charts) and adults
(bottom charts).
To summarize the performance of saliency models fixation
prediction over the infant and adult fixations, Fig. 4 presents
the AUC score and F-measure over the infants and adults
data. In Fig. 4, a comparison is conducted between infant
and adult ground-truth fixation maps over all eight saliency
models and two baselines. The AUC score indicates that there
is no significant difference between infants and adults for all
eight saliency and two baseline models. Comparatively, the
F-measure (Fig. 4 right) over adult fixations is significantly
larger than the F-measure over the infant fixations for all eight
models except the HouNips model. This indicates that the
overlap between the predicted and retrieved fixations for adults
is larger than infants. In addition, for both baseline models,
the F-measure for adults is significantly larger than that for
infants.
Fig. 5 presents the average score of information gain (IG),
Fig. 4: Averaged AUC score and F-measure for infants and
adults. A * indicates statistical significance using t-test (95%,
p  0.05). Error bars indicate standard error of the mean
(SEM).
similarity (SIM), and correlation coefficient (CC) for infants
and adults over all saliency and baseline models. As shown
in Fig. 5 left, adults have significantly larger IG scores than
infants over all saliency models except the HouNips model.
Although a center bias map outperforms all saliency and
baseline models for infants and adults, adults are significantly
fit to their center bias maps better than infants. This is because
that, the distributions predicted by saliency models are more
comparable with the distribution of fixations in adults than
infants.
Furthermore, the SIM score (Fig. 5 middle) over adult
ground-truth fixation maps is significantly larger than the SIM
score over infant ground-truth fixation maps for CBS, SUN,
AIM, AWS, models and both baseline models. It indicates that
saliency maps are intersected with adult ground-truth fixation
maps more than infants. This occurs because the difference
between saliency map and fixation map at each pixel are
smaller in adults than in infants.
As shown in Fig. 5 right, infants and adults are not signifi-
cantly different in terms of CC score. Both infants and adults
have positive correlation with all eight and center baseline
models. Although the maps obtained from the saliency and
center baseline models are not identical to the infant or adult
fixation maps, the pattern of salient values in the saliency and
center baseline maps change in the same direction for the
corresponding values in infant or adult ground-truth fixation
maps. Interestingly, both infants and adults have a score close
to zero in the chance baseline model. This occurs because
values of the chance baseline model change randomly, while
values of the fixation maps for infants and adults change in a
specific pattern. Therefore, the chance baseline model does not
follow the direction of values changing in the fixation maps
for infants and adults.
Two dissimilarity measures are presented in Fig. 6. In the
left chart of Fig. 6, the KL scores of adults are significantly
lower than that of infants in CBS, AIM, and two baseline
models. This observation indicates that saliency models lose
significantly less information in approximating adults than
infants. In the right chart of Fig. 6, the EMD scores of adults is
significantly lower than the corresponding values of infants for
all saliency and baseline models except the HouNips model.
It proves that the spatial locations in the saliency maps are
significantly closer to adults’ fixation locations than infant’
fixation locations.
Overall, the performance of infants and adults is consistent
across all seven evaluation metrics regardless of the signifi-
cant difference. Adults’ scores are larger than infants’ scores
over all similarity-based metrics. Consistently, adults’ scores
are smaller than infants’ scores over all dissimilarity-based
metrics. Such consistency of larger scores for adults than for
infants indicate that adults eye falls on more salient locations
than infants’. It also indicates that adult distribution of fixa-
tions is more spread than infants distribution of fixations.
B. Analysis over infants
Table 2 presents the ranking of saliency models for in-
fant fixation prediction over the image dataset. Although the
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Fig. 5: Averaged IG, SIM, and CC scores for infants and adults. A * indicates statistical significance using t-test (95%,
p  0.05). Error bars indicate SEM.
ranking of models differs based on different metrics, some
general patterns can be observed. Using the AUC score, the
GBVS model has the highest score, and the center baseline
and Itti models are among the top three ranking. High AUC
score for the center bias indicates a high density of infant
fixations near an image center. This is due to observer viewing
strategies and photographic bias [117][118][119]. Observers
tend to look near the center of the image. One explanation
could be that photographers center the object of interest while
capturing image. Similarly, using F-measure, GBVS scores the
highest and center baseline and Itti rank second and third,
respectively. High performance of the center baseline model
indicates high center preference over the dataset. For the IG
score, GBVS, Itti, and AWS ranked first, second, and third,
respectively. This indicates that the three models are more fit to
the center bias emerged from infant fixations than the center
baseline model. For the SIM score, GBVS ranked first, Itti
ranks second, and center baseline model ranks third. The top
three models have a larger overlap with the infant ground-
truth fixation map. The center baseline performs closely with
AWS and HouNips models. For the CC score, GBVS scores
the highest, HouNips scores second, and Itti scores third. This
proves that the saliency maps obtained by these three models
have a stronger positive correlation with infant ground-truth
Fig. 6: Averaged KL and EMD scores for infants and adults. A
* indicates statistical significance using t-test (95%, p  0.05).
Error bars indicate SEM.
fixation maps. Also, using KL score, GBVS, Itti, and center
baseline are ranked first, second, and third, respectively. It
indicates a more adequate approximation of the ground-truth
fixation map by the top three ranking models. Finally, for the
EMD score, GBVS, HouNips, and Itti are ranked top three.
The three top ranking models are less different spatially with
the infant ground-truth fixation maps than the center baseline
model.
In general, GBVS model ranks first across all evaluation
metrics. It indicates that the GBVS model is more suitable
to predict infants fixations than any other models used in
this study. The Itti model is among the top three ranking
models across all metrics. This occurs because the Itti model
is enhanced by slightly blurring the saliency map. Therefore,
the Itti model increases the size of the predicted distribution.
The center baseline model outperforms most models in AUC
and F-measure. The reason is that, true positives fall near
the center of the image as a result of infants fixations bias.
Therefore, the center baseline model achieves higher score
than many other models. Another important observation is
that, all models outperform the chance baseline model over all
metrics. It indicates that infant gaze patterns are not random,
and follow a specific visual mechanism.
C. Analysis over adults
Table 3 presents the ranking of saliency models over the
image dataset for adults. For both AUC score and F-measure,
GBVS, center baseline, and Itti models rank as top three. This
shows that adult fixations are dense near the image center.
The adult fixations are not only allocated near the center of
the image, but also have higher overlap between the saliency
map and fixation map. Using the IG score, the GBVS, Itti, and
AWS rank as the top three models. It indicates that a center
bias emerged from adult fixations is more fit to GVBS, Itti,
and AWS models. For the SIM score, the top three models
are GBVS, Itti, and AWS models, respectively. This means
thats the saliency maps obtained by these three models are
more correlated with the adult ground-truth fixation maps
than the other models. Using the CC score, GBVS scores the
highest, and the HouNips and Itti models are among the top
three. The adult ground-truth fixation maps are more correlated
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TABLE II: Ranking of eight saliency and two baseline models over infants using seven evaluation metrics. Top three models
are highlighted red, green, and blue, respectively.
AUC F-Measure IG SIM CC KL EMD
Itti 0.71 ± 0.02 0.76 ± 0.02 -13.76 ± 0.09 0.45 ± 0.02 0.36 ± 0.05 1 ± 0.07 9.31 ± 0.73
GBVS 0.77 ± 0.01 0.81 ± 0.02 -13.64 ± 0.11 0.49 ± 0.01 0.44 ± 0.03 0.9 ± 0.05 8.10 ± 0.66
HouNips 0.59 ± 0.01 0.71 ± 0.02 -14.42 ± 0.22 0.41 ± 0.02 0.36 ± 0.05 1.54 ± 0.13 8.48 ± 0.86
HouCVPR 0.58 ± 0.02 0.67 ± 0.02 -14.23 ± 0.12 0.38 ± 0.02 0.23 ± 0.04 1.39 ± 0.09 9.76 ± 0.69
CBS 0.63 ± 0.02 0.73 ± 0.02 -14.11 ± 0.12 0.40 ± 0.01 0.17 ± 0.039 1.3 ± 0.06 10.24 ± 0.81
SUN 0.59 ± 0.02 0.67 ± 0.01 -14.05 ± 0.08 0.39 ± 0.01 0.18 ± 0.03 1.22 ± 0.06 10.71 ± 0.64
AIM 0.61 ± 0.02 0.67 ± 0.01 -14.33 ± 0.12 0.39 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.03 1.35 ± 0.05 10.62 ± 0.67
AWS 0.64 ± 0.02 0.71 ± 0.01 -13.92 ± 0.10 0.41 ± 0.02 0.29 ± 0.04 1.18 ± 0.07 10.18 ± 0.75
Chance 0.50 ± 0 0.60 ± 0.02 -14.58 ± 0.06 0.35 ± 0.01 0 ± 0 1.59 ± 0.05 11.03± 0.60
Center 0.75 ± 0.01 0.79 ± 0.02 -13.98 ± 0.06 0.41 ± 0.01 0.26 ± 0.03 1.13 ± 0.04 10.08± 0.64
with GBVS, Itti, and AWS models than the center baseline
model. Using the KL score, GBVS ranks first, Itti model ranks
second, and the center baseline model ranks third. It indicates
that GBVS and Itti models have a higher approximation of
the adult ground-truth fixation maps than the center baseline
model. For the EMD score, the GBVS, center baseline, and
Itti models rank as the top three. Also, as shown in table 3, the
GBVS model has a lower EMD score than all other models. It
indicates that distribution allocation of an adult ground-truth
fixation map is more predictable by the GBVS model than
other models in this study.
Generally, the GBVS model ranks as the first over all met-
rics. The GBVS model is more suitable for predicting the adult
fixations than the other models in this study. Also, Itti model
demonstrates its consistency ranking among the top three
models. The good performance of the center baseline model
over all metrics indicates a strong bias of adult fixations toward
the center of the image. Finally, all models outperformed the
chance baseline model for the prediction of adult fixations.
D. Discussions of different datasets
The results over infants and adults demonstrate several
differences between infants and adults visual attention. Such
results were concluded with 16 images only. To justify the
conclusions of the experimental results, MIT1003 dataset
[104] was used to compare to the dataset of infants and adults.
Because the MIT1003 images contain diverse scene context,
a subset of 85 images were carefully selected to match the
context of the images in the infants and adults dataset. The
images are selected based on the following criteria: color,
human presence, maximum size of human face is one fourth
of the total image size, animals, and motion blur. Images that
contained animals, motion blur, or human faces larger than one
fourth the image were excluded to avoid a strong bias in the
image. Saliency maps of the eight saliency models and two
baseline models were computed on the subset of MIT1003
dataset. Then, scores of the seven evaluation metrics were
obtained. Fig. 7 shows the ranking of saliency models and
baseline models over the infants and adults dataset and the
subset of MIT1003 dataset. In the ranking scheme, statistical
significance between consecutive models was measured using
t-test at the significance level of p  0.05. Although statistics
of the two image datasets vary, some general patterns can be
observed. The infants and adults dataset and the MIT1003
dataset have similar trends. GBVS ranked first and all saliency
models and the center baseline model outperformed the chance
baseline model using all seven evaluation metrics over both
datasets. Also, the scores of the two datasets are comparable
for all evaluation metrics except the IG score. This occurs
beacuse the center bias map calculated for the MIT1003
dataset is an average map of larger number of images than
the infants and adults dataset.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, a dataset of images and recorded eye fixations
from infants and adults is used to quantitatively analyze
the difference between their gaze patterns. Eight state-of-
the-art saliency and two baseline models are compared be-
tween infants and adults. The ranking of eight saliency and
two baseline models over both infants and adults are also
provided in this study. Seven standard evaluation metrics
are used to evaluate the performances of all eight saliency
and baseline models on prediction of fixations. The main
conclusions of this comparison study are: 1) Saliency models
are significantly more overlapped, fit, and intersected with
adult fixations than infant fixations, in terms of F-measure,
IG, and SIM. 2) Saliency models have much less information
loss in approximation, and spatial distance of distributions to
adults than infants, in terms of KL and EMD. 3) GBVS and
Itti models are among the top 3 contenders over infants and
adults consistently. In other words, GBVS and Itti models
are suitable for prediction of fixations for both infants and
adults. 4) For the dataset used in this study, infant and adult
fixations have bias toward the center of the image. Also,
all models outperformed the chance baseline model. This
demonstrates that not only adult gaze patterns are consistent,
but also infant gaze patterns follow a systematic mechanism.
This study provides a comparison of various saliency models
on fixations prediction on both infants and adults. It may help
the readers to understand the difference between infant and
adult gaze patterns. These findings may also provide useful
information on selection of saliency models for prediction of
infant fixations.
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Fig. 7: Ranking visual saliency models over infants (red bar charts) and adults (blue chart bars) dataset, and a subset of 85
images (green blue charts) from the MIT1003 dataset using seven evaluation metrics: AUC, F-measure, IG, SIM, CC, KL,
and EMD. A * indicates statistical significance using t-test (95%, p  0.05) between consecutive models. If no * between
two models that are not consecutive, it does not indicate that they are not significantly different. In fact, models that are not
consecutive have higher probability to be significantly different than consecutive models. Error bars indicate SEM.
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TABLE III: Ranking of eight saliency and two baseline models over adults using seven evaluation metrics. Top three models
are highlighted red, green, and blue, respectively.
AUC F-Measure IG SIM CC KL EMD
Itti 0.76 ± 0.01 0.84 ± 0.01 -13.26 ± 0.08 0.49 ± 0.01 0.35 ± 0.04 0.90 ± 0.06 6.76 ± 0.31
GBVS 0.81 ± 0.01 0.88 ± 0.01 -13.063 ± 0.08 0.53 ± 0.02 0.44 ± 0.03 0.76 ± 0.05 5.40 ± 0.37
HouNips 0.59 ± 0.01 0.74 ± 0.02 -13.87 ± 0.27 0.45 ± 0.02 0.37 ± 0.04 1.45 ± 0.17 7.58 ± 0.56
HouCVPR 0.59 ± 0.01 0.72 ± 0.02 -13.64 ± 0.14 0.42 ± 0.02 0.24 ± 0.04 1.25 ± 0.10 7.38 ± 0.47
CBS 0.66 ± 0.02 0.80 ± 0.01 -13.54 ± 0.09 0.46 ± 0.02 0.21 ± 0.04 1.07 ± 0.07 7.0 ± 0.60
SUN 0.61 ± 0.02 0.72 ± 0.02 -13.50 ± 0.05 0.44 ± 0.02 0.19 ± 0.04 1.06 ± 0.06 7.46 ± 0.42
AIM 0.63 ± 0.02 0.74 ± 0.02 -13.60 ± 0.10 0.44 ± 0.02 0.23 ± 0.03 1.15 ± 0.05 7.42 ± 0.41
AWS 0.66 ± 0.02 0.78 ± 0.01 -13.33 ± 0.09 0.47 ± 0.02 0.32 ± 0.05 1.02 ± 0.07 7.31 ± 0.28
Chance 0.50 ± 0 0.68 ± 0.02 -14.10 ± 0.05 0.39 ± 0.01 0 ± 0 1.43 ± 0.05 7.78 ± 0.43
Center 0.78 ± 0.02 0.84 ± 0.02 -13.39 ± 0.04 0.47 ± 0.01 0.3 ± 0.03 0.95 ± 0.05 6.84 ± 0.43
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